
Bedford, Massachusetts

Products Used

Farland Corp.

SLWLED
LED Wide Strip Light -  Custom Honeycomb Layout

SERIES SIZE LUMENS & # OF DRIVERS LENS* CRI COLOR TEMP OPTIONS EMERGENCY

SLWLED

[2] : 2’

[-30D1] : 3000lm [BLANK] : No Lens [L8] : CRI±80 [35] : 3500K [W6-3] : Flex Wip-6’ 3 Wire [B5] : 500 Lum Backup
[-40D1] : 4000lm [O1] : Opaque Lens [40] : 4000K [W6-3DIM] : Flex Wip-6’ 3 Wire Dim [B10] : 1000 Lum Backup
[-50D1] : 5000lm [50] : 5000K [W6-4] : Flex Wip-6’ 4 Wire 2 Cir [B15] : 1500 Lum Backup
[-60D1] : 6000lm [W6-4DIM] : Flex Wip-6’ 4 Wire 2 Cir Dim

[4] : 4’

[-30D1] : 3000lm [W10-3] : Flex Wip-10’ 3 Wire
[-40D1] : 4000lm [W10-3DIM] : Flex Wip-10’ 3 Wire Dim
[-50D1] : 5000lm [WC4]:  Cord-4’SJ 3 Wire
[-60D1] : 6000lm [WC6] : Cord-6’SJ 3 Wire
[-70D1] : 7000lm [WC6-515] : Cord-6’SJ-515 Plug
[-80D1] : 8000lm [WC6-L515]:  Cord-6’SJ-L515 Locking Plug
[-90D1] : 9000lm [WC6-L715] : Cord-6’SJ-L715 Locking Plug
[-100D1] : 10,000lm [WC6-L720]: Cord-6’SJ-L720 Locking Plug

[8] : 8’

[-30D1] : 3000lm [WC10]: Cord-10’SJ 3 Wire
[-40D1] : 4000lm [XE1] : Encelium CLM-DIM
[-50D1] : 5000lm [XE2] : Encelium WALC 20a
[-60D1] : 6000lm [XE3] : Encelium WALC-DR 20a
[-70D1] : 7000lm [XE4] : Encelium WCM 4.5a
[-80D1] : 8000lm [XE5] : Encelium WCM-DR 4.5a
[-90D2] : 9000lm [XM1] : Wireless EnOcean
[-100D2] : 10,000lm

Sample: SLWLED4-30D1-L840W6-3B5

Bedford, MA City Electric Supply recently worked with the Farland Corp. to 
update its office space lighting to create a more inviting atmosphere.

CES District manager Jeremy Higgins worked with the Farland Corp. to 
understand their vision and goals for the space to ensure the right fixtures were 
chosen. After speaking with CES VP of Operations, Jaime Marujo, Higgins chose 
to present a custom option similar to a layout at TAMCO Group’s corporate office.
“Jaime had just come back from a tour of the facility and saw how they did 
the layout and the crisscross patterns,” said Higgins. “The Farland team loved 
the look, and we immediately went to work with Tamlite Lighting to create the 
perfect lighting layout.”
Higgins went on to share that Tamlite was dedicated to the project and showed 
meticulous attention to detail every step of the way.
From quote to finish, and with everything customized, the entire project took 
two months, and it turned out beautifully. Today, the new Farland Corp facility 
is viewed as an example of the great work other potential clients can get when 
they work with CES and Tamlite Lighting.
Tamlite Lighting fixtures bring more than light to the environment; they enhance 
the architectural design and bring ambiance to the most simplistic space.

• Hot-dipped galvanized steel housing
• Painted After Fabrication (PAF) - safe handling  

and added corrosion resistance
• Continuous row mounting capability using a chase nipple
• Numerous knockouts for easy installation

“I think what people might not know about Tamlite is that they have the ability to do 

custom stuff like this,” said Higgins. “Outside vendors usually have a catalog, that’s it. 

Tamlite customized everything we needed down to the tiniest measurements.”


